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Toronto, 30th Ray, 1952.

Sir:

The Object of my visit to the United States is to inform the
government and the political circles of the United States, interested
in effective action a .oainst the Soviet Union and a positive solution
of the Eastern Suropean and Soviet Asian problems about the follow-
ing items:

1. The situation in the Ukraine and other countries occupied
by Russia; their attitude towards the 'Astern powers,
particularly the U.S.A.

2. Political aims of the Anti-Bolshevik Block of Nations
(A.B.N.).

3. Tactics and strate .z of the A.E.N.	 its strusgle
against Bolshevism and the 4bussian Loperialiem.

4. Possibilities of coperation between the Anti-Bolshevik
Block of i;ations and the West, as well as coordination
of their efforts for common advent/g•e.

S. Possibility of actions a;sinst . the Soviet regime inside
the Soviet tpire with the purpose to ensure their
greatest effectiveness.

6. Problem of effective tactics in psychological war.
In connection with the above mentioned items, I would like to

discuss with the political circles the following topics:
I. Prospects and chances to defeat the nussian Empire with

the help of the forces within the Soviet Union itself.
II. Advanta&es of synchronized actions of the forces acting

inside the Soviet Union apd those of the Western World.
III. Possibility of including 4ussians into the common front

against the Soviet resin, from the point of view of the
non-Russian peoples of the U.E.S.i.

IT. Conditions which would favour a rev-Aution asainst the
Joviet re3ime and the problem where the decieive blow
of the Allies should be directed in case of a military
conflict between the U.S.S.R. and the estern Vorld.

V. Necessity to coordinate the efforts of the insurgent
armies of the nations dominated by Russia and the
armed forces of the Western ::orld in C8b0 of such
conflict and political condltions of thet coordination.
The problems of national, ocononic, military and political
order in toe ,;astern Surope an 	 viet Aria after
the military defeat of Soviet 'tussle.

In our opinion, all these problem should be discussed and
solved now in order to *void possible military and political blund ers
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in the present cold war as well *b in the possible war between
the Soviet Union and the ':'estern World and to ensure the establish-
ment of such coWitions in the whole world which would guarantee
the realization of the just political objects of all nations and
brin! about a lactin?, peace.

I presume tt res .:visible political circles in the U.S.A.
realize the ir .. ,o:-tai.ce of tie fortes orl.anized in tt!e A.B.h. for
the struLgle a;ainut the U.S.S.R. and the necessity of coordination
of all respective actions. In consideration of the above mentioned
problens, I ex2ect Oct you would like to fPcilitate my entrance
to the U.S.A. and to :,rocure the necessary visa.

Expecting your favourable answer, I remain,

Tours respectfully

(signed) Jaroslav Stotako (Wasyl nankiw)

Jaroslav Stetsko
President of the A.B.N.
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